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Abstract

A geometricaL, computer-oriented rnethod is utilized to generate
circular orbits of electrons in one-electron and two-electron atoms and
ions. The radii of these orbits are defined to be the radii of the atorns
or ions. 0n1y energy conserving computer methodology is used. The results
suggest a natural modification of the Bohr approach to hydrogen which is
then applied heuristically to helium.

xComputations perforrned on the VAX-1180 at the University of Texas at
Arl ington .



1. Introduction

In this paper we will explore a, direct computer approach to the study
of one-electron and two-electron atoms and ions. And since no physical
theory has as yet deduced the complete spectrum of heliurn, the second

element, our approach need not be considered entirely academic.

We will begin by exploring the computer generation of circular orbits
in order to define the radii of a ground state atom or ion. Indeed, a

variety of nonequivalent definitions exist for such ra.dii, the most common

ones utilizj.ng spacings in crystals [1, 5-7f, radial distribution functions

[6,8,9] and the Lennard-Jones a-parameter t5]. For the radii of the
ground state helium atom, these approaches yield the diverse results 0.93
i, O.29L i and 1.31 i., respectively. As will be shown, our geometric-
computer approach will yield 0.31,94g042 L, which may seem to contain an

excessive number of digits, but which are necessary for a later
approximation of the principal spectrum of helium.

2. Mathematical and Physical Preliminaries

For simplicity, J-et us concentrate first or1 one-electron atorns and

ions. The ground state energy of one-electron atoms and ions through Ca19+

can be determined readily from available ionization tables t4]. These

energies are recorded in Table I. For later comparisons, the Bohr ground

state radius, given bV (0.52g2)lZ L rs also recorded in the Table.

Consider now a classical two-bodv problem. Let P, be an electron
as shown in Figure 1, where r, iswhich is initially at (c1,0) on the X-axis,

measured in centimeters. Let P, be a
nucleus with atomic number Z. located
initially at (0, 0) , also shown in
Figure 1. P2 is not constrained to
be fixed at the origin as time
progresses. Then, the mass of Pt is
rn, = (9.1085)tg-za g, its charge is
el= - (4.80286)10-10 esu, and its
position at any time I will be denoted Figure 1



by (a1,At). The charge of P2 is e2= - Ze1, its mass is mr= (I6724)10-'n g if
Z =1, while its mass i", a,pproximately, rnr=22(I6724)n-24 g for Z > I. We

assume that the initial velocity of Pr is ir=(0,u0), while that of P2 is
d, = (0,0) .

The problem we now corlsider is a two-body problem in which the rnotion

of P, and P, is to be determined if each attracts the other with a force F

whose magnitude is

(2.1)

which r, is the distance
and P, are
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Nowo in general, system (2.2)-(2.5) can be solved exactly frorn given

initial data. However, in our approach, the initiaL data are the unknowns

which we will want to determine so that r' is constant for all tinre. For

this reason we approach system (2.2)-(2.5) numerically as follows. For

fixed Z, the ionization energy E(Z) is determined frorn Table I. An initial
/1)guess "1" is made for c, in each case and a corresponding speed u,, is then

determined from the energy formula 
.z^2

- E(Z) =Im.,r?,-+.
-(r,



Using the initial data r[1), aas system (2.2)-(2.5) is solved numerica]1y in

Table I - Ground State One-Electron Atoms and Ions

Element
number

z

System Ionization
Energv
(10-12'erg)

Bohr
Radius (A)

Calculated
Radius (A)

Calculated
Speed

1i0lo cm/sec;

1 H 2t.784 0.52914674 0.529r5739 0.021882498

2 He+ 87.I74 0.26457337 0.2&46337 0.043774537

a
J Liz+ L96.t67 0.L7638225 0.17628597 0.065ffi78

4 Be3+ 348.776 0.t322868 0.13220136 0.087559114

5 84+ 545.028 0.10582935 0.10574838 0Jw455469

6 cs+ 7U.950 0.08819112 0.08811132 0.t31355754

7 N6+ 1068.580 0.07559239 0.07551157 0.1,532ffi77

8 o7+ t395.962 0.w14334 0.06606005 0.175172079

9 F8+ 1767.t49 0.05879408 0.05870726 0.197090034

10 Ne9+ 2182.t87 0.05291467 0.0s28239r 0.219015091

11 51u10+ 2641.752 0.04810425 0.04800890 0.240948812

L2 Mg11+ 3144.t06 0.M409556 0.04399532 0.262891585

t3 NLL?+ 369r.136 0.04070360 0.04059810 0.2848/4678

L4 5113+ 4282.3L9 0.03779620 0.03768526 0.306808642

15 p14+ 4917.759 0.03s27645 0.03515981 0.328784766

16 915+ 5597.547 0.03307L67 0.03294919 0s54773629

17 6116+ 632t.80r 0.03t12628 0.03099778 0.372776458

18 6117+ 7490.635 0.02939704 0.02926240 0.394794071

L9 K18+ 7904.t59 0.02784993 0.02770897 0.4L6827A63

20 6"19+ 874.520 0.02645734 0.02631016 0.438876730

such a fashion that all the classical conservation laws continue to be

valid [2]. The resulting motion of P, reLative to P, is an elIipse. The

initial guess ,[t) is now refined to ,l') by bisection to yield a second

ellipse which is more circular than the first. Continuing in this fasliion.
a sequence of distances r\t),rSz),r{t),..., is generated until the resulting
motion of Pt relative to P2 is circular, that is, r, does not change to 9



significant digits. The results are recorded to 8 decirnal places in the

Calculated R"adius column of Table I along with the corresponding value of
u!. These radii are defined to be the radii of the corresponding one-

electron system. Comparison with the Bohr radii shows excellent agreernent,

with only a relatively small, but increasing, discrepancy, as Z increases.

For the interested reader, the computer program used is available in

the Appendix of Greenspan t3]. The programs used for later trajectory
calculations are all natural extensions of this one.

3. Trvo-Electron Systems in Ground State

We turn now to ground state caLculations for two-electron systems.

As in Section 2, the ionization energy for each system to be considered is
essential and these are recorded in TabLe II, having been determined from

available experimental data [4].

Consider then a classical three-body problem. Let P, be an electron
which is initially a.t (r1,0) on the X-axis, while P, is an electron which is
initially at (-11,0), as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

Let P, be the nucleus, with atornic number

initial velocity of Pt is d, = (0,ur) and

symmetry of the configuration, P2 is
equations of motion for PL and Ps are

(2 .5), that i s :

Z , located ini tial1y at (0,0) . TIie

that of P3 is 4=(0, -r). By tire
stationary f or al l tirne . The

the natural- extens ions of (2 .2) -
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Table II Ground State TWo-Electron Atoms and Ions

Element
Number

System Ionization
Enersies
(10-12 erg)

Calculated
Radius (A)

Caculated
Speed

1iolo cmis;

2 He L26.372 0.31943042 0.0372479L6

J Li+ 3r7.257 0.t9994502 0.059017680

4 Be2+ 595313 0.14530314 o.080u4266

B3+ 960.535 0.11406951 0.102691173

6 c++ t4t3.057 0.093%362 0.L24553619

7 N5+ t952.976 0.07972526 0.14@'28297

8 06+ 2580.345 0.06928082 0.t683r2t36

9 F7+ 3295.226 0.06125082 0.190203781

t0 Ne8+ 4A97.854 0.05488293 0.2t2tM877

11 Na9+ 4983..228 0.04971086 0.234018237

L2 Mg10+ 5966..5L3 0.04542620 0.255939217

T3 4111+ 7032.881 0.04181826 0.27787@78

T4 si12+ 8187.476 0.03873841 0.2998t316'l

15 p13+ 9430.501 0.03607832 0.32L768799

t6 s14+ 10762.L32 0.03375758 0.343736547

t7 6"15+ 12182.598 o.03r7t494 0.365718137

18 Ai16+ 13692.r21 0.02990313 0.387714385

L9 1ql7+ 15290.m7 0.02828506 0.409725674

20 9"18+ 16979.250 0.02683105 0.43t753418



Ve now seek initial data for Pt and Pt

both Pt and Ps a.re both circular, with
Attention is directed only to Pro since Pr is
P2. An initial guess rlt) i" made for rr. The

P1 is then determined for the energy equation

such that the trajectories of
the same radius, about P2.

symmetrical. to Pt relative to

initial velocity dr - (0,u) for

(3.5)

The initial position for P3 is ( - r[t),0) and its initial velocity is
de = (0, -rr). System (3.1)-(3.4) is then solved numerical-ly. By bisection,
a sequence r{t),r12),r[t),... i" then generated to converge to the desired

circular orbit. The resulting radii and corresponding values of uy are

recorded in Table II. These radial val-ues are defined to be the radii of
the corresponding two-electron systems.

Excited States

Excited states are of utmost significance in both chemistry and

physics. For one-electron systems, the Bohr assumption

- E(z) - ^roy2 
+ 23.066se(10)-rT - ffi+ ,(rt-,r, J

*r, =fr,

seems to have done it all. Vhen

correct results for helium, earJ.y

into modern quantum mechanics.

*r, =ff,

n = Ir2r3r,,.

the Bohr assumption did not yield the

quantum mechanics begarr its evolution

n = l1213r, ,.

Thus far in this paper, we have emphasized computer rnethodology aud

experimentally available energies to a,rrive at average radii. Let us show

how to continue in this very spirit to explore excited states and, for this
purpose, Iet us concentrate on heliurn.

Our first problem is to explore the possibility of extending (a.1) to

helium. For this purpose, let us consider

in which r is the average radius of helium, n is the state, ft. is Planck)s

6



constant, and d is a constant For the arrangement shown in Figure 2 and

for n= 1r which is ground state, (4.2) implies, with the aid of Tabl-e II,

( 9 . 1 08b ), o-za ( 0 . ogr 24T sL6 ) 1010 ( 0 . Bi.g4go42) r o -s = rcr94*,

so that o:1.0278093. Thus, (4.2) becomes

(4.3) mnr=(1.027809q*, n=1,2,3,..., .

which is close to (4.1), but different frorn it. For helium, in particular,
(4.3) is equivalent to

(4.4) ur = (1.1898124)n

Suppose now that both Pr and P. in Figure 2 are in state n and that
their trajectories are circular with radius r given by (a.a). Then, at any

time,

(4.b) +-2t^* €2^=o
1112' 1Zr1z-"

which, from (4.4), implies

r = ( 0. 31943078 )1.0-8n2 ,(4.6)

so that

(4.7) _ (3.7247s04)108
n

The energy Eo of the system is then

(4.8) En=$mrur2 +$*rur'+ (2B.OOO89)10-,{ -?-?-+1.

Substitution of (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.8) implies



(4.e)

llowever, - ( 726.372) 10-12

so that all the doubly exc

(4.10)

Thus , Ez -- ( - 31 . 592 ) 10-12 ,

Es = (- 5.055) 10-12.

As shown in Figure 3, let
P2 stationary at the origin.
assume that the trajectory of P,

Fun- - (L26.372)'J.0-12
------------_3-

n-

is the ground state energy of He,

ited states E, of helium are given

p
E, = -4, n) 2.

Es= (-74.041)10-12,

e. it is Et,

Ea= ( -7.B9B)L0-12, and

1.

by

Determining excited states when only one of P1 or P3 is excited, say

Pr is excited, is a much more complex problem than that considered above.

The reason is that as Pr is excited to higher and higher states, P, must

converge {rom its avera,ge distance of 0.31943042 ;, in ground state He to
its average distance 0.26446337 n in n.*. The method by which this process

occurs with increasing n is not c1ear. We then proceeded in two ways.

First, \.re assumed that for each n) l, P, was always at 0.26446337 A fronr Pr.
Second, we assumed the convergence was that of an exponential decay and by

computer experimentation derived such a, formula. Let us now discuss each

in detai 1 .

P1

Fix

is

be in state n, PJ be in

IPzPs| such that r23=

locally circular. Then

8

ground state, and

O.26446337 A and

Figure 3



(4.11) (23.06689) ro-zo - 0.(rrr+ r11")2

In addition, (4.4) implies

(4.72) aLrr2= (1.1898124)n, n) 2

Elimination of u, in (4.1.L) by means of (4.72) yields a single equation in
rp and n which, for each n =2,3,...t can be solved by Newtonts rnethod. Vhen

this solution is obtained, the excited state energy B(") is calculated
simply as follows. Since rt2 and r2J are average values, the electrons
should be at turning points for Rrr=2112, Rr"=2rr". At such points,
01=1;3-0' Thus,

(9. 1os5) to-28o? 2e8.06689) 10-20 
,

-Tn 
---- VJ--

s(") - - eB. o668e) to-ro( _ 
+,_ +; Rtz*

I I

)

Table III - Single Excited State Energies

n
A

Experimental
Enersies
(10-lz erg)

B
Calculated Energr
- Fixed rr"
(Io'12 erlj

c
Calculated Energr
- Variable rr"
(10-12 erg) 

-"

2 -92.52991 -94.431,44 -92.52987

J -89.53539 -89.89881 -89.53530

4 -88.,|8587 -88.62983 -88.48614

5 -87.99q21 -88.09491 -87.99383

6 -87.7345r -87.81772 -87.73438

7 -87.57430 -87.65503 -87.57464

8 -87.47t02 -87.55r2t -87.47rr5

(4. 13)
Rzs )'

The resurting energies for n=1,2,3,...r8 are recorded in column B of rable
III. The experimental energies in Table III, column A, have been

determined from spectral measurements.

Next, simply

from 0 .31,943042 "A

experimenting on

to 0.26446337 i by

the computer with the corlvergellce of
assuming that

I

t'23



(4.14) ,zs(r) = 0.26446337

we found that the choices o=0.
results. Repeating the procedure

column B of Ta,ble II I , but wi th
the results recorded in column C

the results in column C of Table

experimental results in column

accurate. The problem here is
standard formula

ozo
A + oe-P"A1 n = 2,314,...,8,

L4545453, 0 = 1,.59079L40 yield reasonabLe

used to deterrnine the recorded vaLues in
the choices of r23 given by (4.1,4) yields
of Table III. Neverthel-ess, even though

III are in excellent agreement with the

A, the resulting spectra are not as

one of loss of accuracy when using the

(4. 15)

to determine spectral values. Table

spectra, spectra determined using

determined using column C of Table

entries in column C are consistently
column A, indicating that even

introduced has to be used.

\-hc
"Ttt,rtro - F--=F- \''lo "flrl "fl12

IV shows the experirnentally determined

column B of Table III, and spectra
III for the ultraviolet series. The

2-3 units greater than the entries in
greater accuracy than that already

Table IV - Ultraviolet Series Spectra

n A
Erperimental

B
Fixed rr.

c
Variable rr.

2 583.820 621.931 586.990

J 536.838 544.642 539.269

4 521.835 526.330 524.33r

5 515.247 5r8.975 517.680

6 511.859 5t5.243 514.t34

,7
509.874 513.078 512.017

8 508.609 5tL.76 510.653

10
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